
PT-450
Waterproof Pallet Truck Scale

IP68 waterproof stainless steel pallet truck scale 

Rechargeable battery providing 40 hours’ use

Displays weight readings clearly in kg or lb

2000kg capacity
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Marsden PT-450: The ultimate waterproof 
pallet truck scale. Hardy, accurate and robust 
 
If you need a convenient weighing solution in a harsh environment. 
or where your scale needs to be washed down regularly to keep 
it hygienic, choose the IP68-rated Marsden PT-450 Pallet Truck 
Scale. This professional, built-to-last industrial weigher is easy to 
use, robust and boasts high grade stainless steel construction.

A rugged scale for demanding 
environments 

The PT-450 is an IP68 rated scale. This is the highest 
waterproof rating Marsden supply, and it means the
PT-450 is suitable for almost any environment that’s 
damp, wet, and humid. It also means the scale
can be washed down regularly to keep it hygienic.

Stainless steel construction also gives the PT-450 a much 
more premium look and feel than standard pallet truck 
scales.

Plus, like all pallet truck scales, the PT-450 makes 
weighing more convenient, because goods can be 
moved and weighed at the same time.

Easy access functions
 
The PT-450 uses Marsden’s brand new IP68 indicator, 
the I-400SS. Just like the standard I-400 indicator, simple 
checkweighing functions are easily accessible via seven 
buttons.

Tare, Hold, Gross and Zero, as well as switching the 
large, clear LCD weight reading from kg to lb, are all 
one button press away. 
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A rechargeable battery for extra 
flexibility 
 
Of course, the PT-450 is powered by a rechargeable 
battery. This provides 40 hours of continuous use.

The mains lead for charging the scale is safely housed 
in a watertight compartment on the front of the 
scale. Just unscrew the cover and pull out the lead to 
charge the scale.

Key features
 
IP68 stainless steel protection
Rechargeable battery
Mains lead housed in watertight compartment
Accumulation mode
Hold/Tare/Zero/Gross
Large 32mm LCD display
Unit switchable
Robust stainless steel casing
Auto power off/screensaver

Off the shelf or bespoke spec
 
The PT-450 has standard length forks, and a standard 
capacity of 2000kg. However, get in touch and we can
build a waterproof pallet truck scale bespoke to 
your needs.

We can offer smaller capacities and higher accuracies, 
as well as custom made fork lengths.

Specification
 
Capacity: 2000kg
Graduations: 500g
Display resolution: 1/30000
Power: 6v 4.5A/Hr rechargeable battery or mains
Fork dimensions (over forks): 1150mm (l) x 540mm (w)
Individual fork width: 160mm
IP rating: 68



Tel: 01709 364296 / 0800 169 2775 
Fax: 01709 364293 
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Marsden PT-450: Key features at-a-glance
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Watertight 
compartment 
for mains lead

IP68 waterproof 
stainless steel 
construction

Washdown 
protection to 
keep the scale 

hygienic

Handle for 
adjustig fork 

height

Rugged construction 
for everyday 
industrial use

High quality pump 
handle with release

Easy-rolling cast 
wheels with 

durable plastic rim

Auto power-off 
saves battery 

life


